Abstract

Tazawa and coworkers (1) have written extensively on the importance of maintaining the pH under Ostomy skin barriers in the physiologically desirable range (pH 4 to pH 5.5). In Hydrocolloid skin barriers, the pH under the barrier is controlled by the hydrocolloid components which can swell and partially dissolve on exposure to fluid. Selecting the correct hydrocolloids can provide a pH at the skin surface that is in the desirable range. Furthermore, hydrocolloid blends can be used to yield pH buffer systems that not only produce a particular pH, but also help maintain that pH when challenged by either alkaline or acidic fluids.

This presentation will review the properties of hydrocolloids that are important in determining their influence on pH and demonstrate how an understanding of these properties enables the selection of components to produce skin barriers with the needed pH control characteristics. It is important to consider how the various components in skin barriers interact to influence pH control, rather than considering individual components in isolation. In addition, the choice of the specific hydrocolloids and the amounts of each used in a skin barrier will influence other critical skin barrier properties, such as adhesiveness and fluid absorption properties. Thus, we need to think of skin barrier formulations as systems rather than focusing on individual components.

Acid Mantle of the Skin

- The pH of healthy skin is actively regulated in the pH range from 4 to 5.5.
- Maintaining pH in this range is important for many skin functions.
- There are two functions that are especially important for ostomy patients:
  - Antimicrobial defense
  - Inactivation of faecal enzymes

Acid Mantle of the Skin

Antimicrobial defense

- Microbes that make up the normal flora of the skin are well adapted to growth in acid pH.
- Other organisms, including pathogenic species, do not proliferate well at this pH.
- Maintaining pH at the normal range is preferred to support the normal flora and inhibit other microbes.
**Acid Mantle of the Skin**

**Inactivation of faecal enzymes**
- Faecal output from the stoma contains active digestive enzymes.
- These enzymes, especially the proteolytic enzymes, are irritating and damaging to skin.
- Enzyme activity is generally pH-dependent and most of the digestive enzymes are active near neutral pH.
- Enzymatic degradation of the skin by these enzymes is inhibited at normal skin pH.

**What is a pH Buffer?**
- A buffer is made by blending a weak acid with a weak alkali.
- This combination provides both acidic and alkaline components that can neutralise added acids or alkalis.
- Pectin is a weak acid; CMC is a weak alkali.
- Selecting the right combination of CMC and Pectin gives a pH buffer at the desired pH value.

**Summary and Conclusions**
- Normal skin pH is slightly acidic
- Two important features are influenced by pH:
  - The growth of non-resident microbes on the skin
  - Faecal enzyme activity
- We can select hydrocolloid combinations that provide pH control and pH buffering in the pH range of normal skin

**pH Values for Individual Hydrocolloids**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pH Values for 0.5% Solutions in Saline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Adjustment of pH with mixtures of Pectin and CMC**

Solutions made with mixtures of CMC and Pectin show pH values between the values found for the individual hydrocolloids. Several mixtures have pH values in the desirable range.

**CMC - Pectin Buffer Resists Acid and Alkali**

With no buffer, normal saline solution changes pH dramatically when challenged by either acid or alkali. The CMC - Pectin buffer system starts at the right pH and resists changes in pH over a wide range of acidic or alkaline challenges.
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